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Consider the equation n u + q( t. x) u = 0, x E Iw’, with a time-dependent potential 
q(t, x) compactly supported in x. Let u#(s;a, w)EC(IW,; L~,,(R,x Sz,)) be the 
asymptotic wave profiles of a suitably chosen one-parameter family of solutions. If 
q, >, q2 and the profiles UP, related to q,, i= 1,2, coincide, we prove that 4, = q2. 
(’ 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the inverse scattering problem for the equation 
u,,-~u+q(t,x)u=O, tER,XEbP. (1.1) 
The potential q(t, x) has a compact support in x and depends on the time 
t. Our main goal is to prove that the potential q(t, x) can be recovered 
uniquely from suitable scattering data. 
The inverse scattering problem for stationary potentials q(x) has been 
studied by many authors (see, for example, [3, 6, 7, 11, 14-193). Some 
results for time-dependent potentials have been obtained by Ferreira and 
Menzala [S]. In [S], Eq. (1.1) is studied for non-negative q( t, x) which are 
“small” in a suitable sense and for which the scattering operator S(q) exists. 
It is proven [S] that if the scattering operators S(q,) and S(q,) coincide 
and q,(t, x)2q2(t, x) for all t, x, then q, =q2 (see also [13]). 
In the present paper we extend the results of [S]. First, we do not 
impose any “smallness” conditions on the function q(r, x). Second, we con- 
sider a wider class of potentials for which the scattering operator may not 
exist. For the scattering data we choose the asymptotic wave profiles [S] 
u”(s; CJ, W) related to a one-parameter family of solutions of (1.1) (see 
Theorem 2.1). Note that the function u# (s; 0, o) depends on four variables, 
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as well as does the function y(r, s). Thus, we use information less than the 
knowledge of the scattering operator which kernel depends on six variables. 
The author thanks Vesselin Petkov, who suggested the problem to him. 
for his helpful advice during the preparation of this work. The results of 
this paper have been announced in 1201. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We consider real-valued functions q(t, X) satisfying the conditions 
6) 4, @/axi, j= 1,2, 3, are continuous functions and q E L” ( R4). 
(ii) There exists a constant p > 0 such that q(r, X) = 0 for 1x1 3 p and 
all 2 E R. 
Let S? = H,( R3) @ L*( R3) be the Hilbert space defined as a completion 
of the set CF(R3) x C;(R”) 3 f = [f,, f2] with respect to the energy norm 
(see [lo]). The following notation will be used throughout the paper: ( ., . ) 
and (., .)L2 are the inner products in 2 and L’(R3), respectively; [f]r 
and [f12 are the first and the second component of the vector 
f=C”f-i?.fJ~=@~ 
Let q(t, x) satisfy (i), (ii). Consider the problem (1.1) with initial data 
[u(s, x), u,(s, x)] = f E 2”. Following [9], we can show that there exists a 
two-parameter family U(t, S) of operators on X such that U(t, s),f= 
[u(t, x), u,(t, x)] is the solution of the above problem. Moreover, the 
following conditions hold: 
U(t, S) is strongly continuous with respect to t, s and U(s, S) = I. (2.1) 
There exists a constant y > 0 such that 11 U(t, s)ii < 4’ ‘I. (2.2 1 
U(t, s) U(s, r) = U(t, r) for all 1, S, P. (2.3) 
For any q E D(A) we have (2.4) 
$ V4 s)rp = (A -Q(l), WC s)cp, 
; U4 s)cp = - u(t, s)(A - Q(s),cp, 
where 
and 
Q(t)=(q(*:x) 
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and A is the generator for the unitary group U,(t) = erA related to the 
Cauchy problem for the free wave equation 0 u = 0. 
Introduce the function q,(x) = 1 for 1x1 <r and q,(x) = 0 otherwise, 
where r is some fixed positive number. We set 
Dz = {ggX”; U,(r)g=O for Ix/ <p+ Itl, +t>O) being the outgoing and 
incoming spaces of Lax and Phillips [lo]. For every s E R the function 
t ++ [ti(s; t, x), u,(s; t, x)] = U(t, S) f- - U,(t - S) f- E X is outgoing in the 
sense of Cooper and Strauss [4, 51. Moreover, 
According to [4, 53, the function u possesses an asymptotic wave profile 
u#(s; 0, 0djE c([w,; Lf,,([w,~ s$)), 
such that for every R, < R, we have 
s d,o(s;r,x)-~xl-lu# R1+r<Ix(<R2+r )I 
2 
dx -+ 0, 
as t-+co, (2.5) 
s )I 
2 
dx-+O, 
as t-+co. (2.6) 
Consider two functions q,( t, x) and q2(t, x) satisfying (i) and (ii) and let 
Ui( t, x) be the evolution operators related to the potentials qi, i = 1, 2. Our 
main result is the following 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose q,(t,x) and q2(f, x) satisfy (i), (ii). For each 
s E [w let the asymptotic wave profiles u#(s; 0, o) of the functions 
Ui(t, s)f- - U,( t - s)f- , i = 1, 2, coincide. Zf q,(t, x) > q2(t, x) for all t, x, 
then q, = q2. 
Consider the wave operators related to Eq. (1.1): 
W-f= ,t; U(0, -tj Ud-t)f, 
Wf = lim U,( - t) U(t, O)f. 
t-m 
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Imposing some additional conditions on y, one can establish the existence 
of the wave operators We- , W, which enables us to introduce the scattering 
operator S(q) = Wr. W (see [I, 2, 8, 121). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let q, und qr sutisfj- (i), (ii) and suppose there esist the 
scattering operators S(q,), i= 1, 2, andS(q,) = S(q2). Ifq,(t, x) 3qz(t, .x)fol 
allt,x, thenq,=q,. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we obtain some technical results necessary for our 
exposition. Let q(t, x) be a potential, satisfying (i), (ii), and U(t, s) be its 
evolution operator. It is easy to prove that Duhamel’s principle holds: 
U(r,s)j=UO(t-~)f-~‘UO(r-~)Q(~)U(~,.r)/d~. (3.1) 
Iterating this formula, we obtain 
LEMMA 3.1. We have 
wt, s) = Ud- s) + c Jf!At, s), 
k=l 
where 
(3.2) 
v~(t,s).f.=(-1)kI’da,i0’da~...~nx~’~a~UU(t-a,)Q(a,) 
., ., s 
x Uda, - a2) ... Udflk ~I -ok) Q(ak) udok - s)f ka 1. 
Proof Obviously, 
,I - 1 
U(t,s)=U,(t-s)+ c V,(r,s)+R,(t,s), 
k=l 
with 
R,(t,s)f=(-l)“j’da, .../O”m’ da,U,(t-a,)Q(a,)...Q(a,) u(a,,s),f: \ .t 
The remainder R,( t, S) satisfies the estimate I/ R,,( t, s)ll < C,, , /t - S/“y”/n! 
with y = supreR IIQ(t)li (y is the same constant as in (2.2)) and C,,,,= 
sup , < i < f )/ U(s, .r)/l 6 e;“‘-“I. The proof is complete. , . 
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COROLLARY 3.2 (Finite Speed of Propagations). Let f E X”, 
suppfcK. Then suppU(t,s)fcK,_,={.x~lR~; there exists YEK, such 
that Ix-y1 d It-s(}. 
Proof. Choose a compact K, c OX3 \K,- J. Since the assertion of the 
corollary is obviously true for V,(t, s)f, we obtain 
llU(t, s)fll L+K,)rL'(K,)= lIR,(t, S)fllL*(K,)XLqKI) 
G c IlR,,(t, s).flI + 0, as n+co. 
This proves the corollary. 
It is well known that the solution to the problem 
tlu=o, u(0, x) = 0, u,(O, xl = cpb) 
is given by Kirchoff’s formula 
Set cp = cpr. A simple calculation yields 
(E(t) cp,)(x) = 
1 
+ r2 - (1x1 T t)’ 
- 4 I.4 ’ 
I I.4 f 4 < r, 
(3.3) 
0, otherwise, 
provided + t > r (see also Lemma 4.5a in [8]). It is clear that E(t) 
is a bounded self-adjoint operator on L2(rW3) and the same is true 
for the operator E’(t) = (d/d?) E(t). Indeed, we have SE(t)f = 
((sin(t l[l))/l<l) 9f and FE’(t)f=cos(t \<I) 9x 9g being the Fourier 
transform of g E L2( rW3). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let q~ L2(rW3) and let q(x) =Ofor lx/ d R, Iv(x)1 d Cfor 
R<Ixl<R+S. Let ti20, i=l,..., n, and T=t,+ ... +t,,<R. Then 
for 1x1 <R- T, =o 
IE(t,)Qt,, -,)...E(t,)cpl (x) 
6C F 
0 
2 ‘+T for O<cc66, 
where o! = 1x1 + T-R. 
Proof: First, consider the case n = 1. Then c( = 1x1 + t - R and we have 
to estimate the function 
(E(t)cp)(x) =& I, v(y) ds.,.. 
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Here Q= (.vER~; ).113R, I.v-~$(=tj. For O<x<2t the surface 
Q is included in the sphere ( .I’; Is - J’) = t) and Area D = 
nrr(2R+a)/(R- t+z) (see also Lemma 4.5a in [8 J). This implies 
On the other hand, for c( > 2t we have B = ( y; 1 y - x/ = t} and 
Area Q = 47rt’. Therefore, 
C ci R 
lE(t)ql (x)<-44nt’=Ct<C-- 
47zt 2R-t’ 
Now we can complete the proof of the lemma by inductive argument. Sup- 
pose (3.4) fulfilled for some n 3 1. Fix c(~ such that 0 < c(~ < 6. The function 
(p, = E( t,,) . . . E( t, )rp satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma with R, C, 6 
replaced respectively by R - T, C((x,/2)” (R/(R - T)), and Q,. Let t,, + , > 0 
and let T’=T+t,,+, < R. Applying the lemma for n = 1, we get 
IE(t,,+,)E(t,,)...E(t,)cpl (-x)<C : ‘zg-T;f=$ 0 
for 0 da’ da, and CI’ = 1x1 + T’ - R. Setting a’ = q,, we complete the proof 
of the lemma. 
The following theorem plays a crucial role in our analysis. Introduce 
f, = U&+r)CO, cp,l~D,:. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 0 <t -s<p -a for some a, 0 <a < p. Then the 
functions [U(t,s)f_],(x) and [U*(t,~)f+]~(x) vanish for 1x1 <p-t+s 
and they are negative for p - t + .F < 1x1 < p - t + s + 6, where 
fj=min 1 
i 
a ’ 
Mp’Mp(2p+r)‘2 ’ > 
M= /14/l L’
Proqf: First, consider the function [I U(t, s)f- 1,. We have 
lJ(t,s)f- = U,(r-s)f + f Vk(l,S)fm. 
k=l 
Put z = 1x1 -p + t-s and assume 0 < CI < 6. From (3.3) we get 
CuO(t-s)fp l,(x)= (Q-.y- ~-r)cp,Nx) 
-z(2r-r) -w 
=4(p-r+.?+$2(p+r). 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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In the last inequality we have used the facts that c1< 6 < Y an&l s < t. For 
k 3 1 Lemma 3.1 implies 
x . ..E(a.~,-o,)q(o,,x)E(o,-s-p-r)cp,. (3.6) 
Setting cp = -E(o~ - s - p - r)cp,, we can apply Lemma 3.3. We have 
O<cp(x)=E(p+r+s-a,)rp,= %J2r - Uk) 
4(p + s - a& + c(k) 
d 
Clkr 
2(p+s-cr,)’ 
where ak = 1x1 - (p + s - ok). Fix ~~ > 0. Then 0 < p(x) 6 cc,r/2(p + s - Q) 
for 0 6 CI d c(“. Lemma 3.3 implies 
IE(t-o,)...E(o,-s-p-r)cp,l (x) 
c( kp+s-ok 
fMk - 
0 
aor 
2 p+s--t 2(p+s-a,) 
for OdcxGcx,. Setting GI=c~~, we may estimate the above term by 
Mk(u,i2)k(w/2(p + s - t)). Hence 
k!. 
This estimate, together with (3.4) and (3.5), yields 
--cIr = ___ + Mr (gPMI2 - 1). 
2(p+r) 2a 
Obviously, e.* - 1 = l; e’ dt < 2x for 0 d x d i. Thus, for ccpM < 1 we get 
provided 0 < cy < 6. 
Now, we turn to the function [U*(r, s),f+]2, To estimate it, we need a 
representation similar to (3.6). Namely, we have 
x . . 
I 
“I i~~ku~(~-~,)...Ug(dk-S)[O,~]) 
J 
=(-l)“i~,,~‘no,...j~A ‘&,P’(-p-r++) 
/ 
xq(a,,x)E(a,-a,)...q(a,,.U)E(~k-S)~)LL. 
Therefore. for k 3 1 we obtain 
IV:(r,.v)f+],=(-l)~~f~~,~-‘jni’LIII*E((TI-5)q(~l,~~) 
., 
x . ..q(~.,x)E’(p+r--++,)~,. (3.7) 
From (3.3) we deduce 
q(x) := (E’(p + r - f + a,)cp,)(.u) 
r--c(, r 
=2(p+a,-t+a,)d2(p+~,-r). 
Set t( = 1x1 - p + t-s and assume 0 <IX < 6. Applying Lemma 3.3, we get 
“p+CJ--f r 
p+a-t ‘2(p+o,-2) 
On the other hand, 
(3.8) 
r-r r 
=2(p+s-f+$) 
<-- 
4p + 2r’ (3.9) 
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because c( - r < -r/2 and p + s - t + CI < p + r/2. The estimates (3.8) and 
(3.9) imply 
( 
1 
<r -~ UPM - 
4p + 2r + 2a > 
< 0, 
provided CI < 6. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let q, and q2 be two potentials satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. 
Denote 
We assume that q, #q,, hence p,, > 0. Set d = p - p,, Z 0 and choose 
E = min(p,/2, a), (4.1) 
where 6 is the constant introduced in Theorem 3.4 for a = po/2. Consider 
the function 
We have s~pp~~(t-2d-s-~)f+c{x~F%~;R,+t~~x~~R,+t} with 
R,=p-2d-s-&,R,=R,+2rprovidedt>2d+s+&.By(2.5)and(2.6), 
lim p(s, r,s, t)=O for E, r, s fixed. (4.2) 1-K 
Note that for t > s we have U:(s, r)f+ = U,(t -s)f+ (see Lemma 1 in 
[5]). The last equality can be derived also from (3.1). Hence, 
~(~,r,~,t)=(U~(2d+s+&,t)(U,(t,s)f~-U~(t,.~)f~),f+), (4.3) 
for t > 2d+ s + E. Given cp ED(A), consider the function Y(a) = 
U,(t, cr) U,(a, s). Using the equality 
Y(t) - Y(s) = j-’ Y’(o) dc, 
J 
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we get 
U,(f, .s)(p- C’Jf, .s)(/, 
= “’ U2(Z, a)(Q,(a)- Q?(G)) U,(a, s) (p do 1, 
(see the properties (2.1))(2.4)). Approximating ,I’ by a sequence from 
D(A) we see that the above equality holds with cp replaced by .f‘ This 
equality, combined with (4.3) yields 
~(8, r, s, f) = 1.’ (U2(M+ .s + E, c)(Q,(a) - QAa)) U,(a, s)J‘- , J’, ) do 
.s 
= 
i‘i‘ ’ Cq,(a,x)-q,( 0, x)lCU,(% s).f’ 1, .> 
x [U:(2d+s+&, a)f+& dxdo (4.4) 
for t > 2d+.r+tz. Let us examine the support R of the integrand in (4.4) 
with respect o the variables 0, X. First, we have 
supp[ U,(a, J).f’~. 1, c { .Y E W; p - 0 + .Y d 1x1}, (4.5) 
by Corollary 3.2. Notice that the finite speed of propagations argument 
works also for [U:(t, s)f‘+lz, according to (3.7). Hence, 
suppt-UWd+ s + t‘, @I.~+ 12 c jxE[W3;p-(2d+s+&-o)6 ix)} (4.6) 
for s<o<2d+s+E. On the other hand, for cr>2d+s+e we have 
11;(2d+ s + E, o)f+ = U,(o - 2d- s - ~)f, and in this case the inclusion 
(4.6) is evident because f, E 0:. Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we see that 
The last inclusion, together with (4.2) and (4.4), yields 
x[U:(2d+s+e,a)J‘+],dxda=O, (4.7) 
provided t > 2d+s + E. Now we can apply Theorem 3.4 setting u = 
Observe that O<fl-s< p -po/2 and 
d+p,/2<p-p,/2 for s+dbo<s+d+&, 
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Moreover, E 6 6. Theorem 3.4 implies that the terms [ U,(o, s)f-ll and 
[ U:(2d+ s + E, a)f+ I2 in the integral (4.7) are negative on 8,. Since 
q1 - q2 20, we obtain q,(a, x) = q2(o, x) for almost all (a, x) E 52, (in fact 
Q=s),). In particular, q,(a,x)=q,(o,x) for s+d+~/4<~<~+d+3.5/4, 
po-&/4 < 1x1 <p,,. Since s may be chosen arbitrary, it follows that the 
equality q, = q2 holds for p0 - c/4 < 1x1 and for all t. This fact contradicts 
our choice of the number pO. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Fix s E R. It is not hard to see that 
II Ui(tt s)f- - uO(f)S(qz) uCl(-s)f- II * O3 as t + a, i= 1,2. 
Hence, the asymptotic wave profile of the function Ui(t, s)f- - 
U,(t - s)f- coincides with the asymptotic wave profile of the free solution 
U,(t)(S(q,) - I) U,( -s)f- . Therefore, the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied. 
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